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Here are some terms you can use to consent and disagree. You'll need to use these terms in a discussion activity. Agree it's right! Absolutely! Exactly! me too! Yes, I agree! I totally agree! I couldn't agree more! I see exactly what you mean! You're right. That's a good point. I disagree I disagree! I totally disagree! Definitely not! That's not
right! I'm not sure. Partly I agree up to the point, but... I see your point, but ... This is partly true, but ... I'm not so sure about that. It is always good to justify your views. Don't just say 'I agree' but say 'I agree because I think... (explain your reason). Talk And I will, but you don't, and I will, but you don't, we're not going to back down anyway,
but we like it. These lines from Katy Perry's song Agree to Disagree show that just because you don't agree with someone doesn't mean a friendly, romantic or even professional relationship isn't possible. In fact, agreements and disagreements are part of any relationship. What's important, especially when you disagree with someone, is
how you disagree. There are many phrases and words that are used to express consent and disagreement in English, and depending on the particular situation, some are more appropriate (fitting or correct) than others. Almost every conversation that you find yourself participating in will involve having to agree or disagree. So, let's learn
how to do this as a friendly native English speaker. A few tips about sharing opinions in EnglishUduring that you share your opinionAgreements and disagreements are generally about your personal thoughts and feelings in relation to something. Phrases like I think or in my opinion make it clear that you are stating an opinion and not a
fact. Using these types of phrases helps create a friendly environment in which both people feel they can speak openly and share their own opinions. Ask Feedback Questions Like What Do You Think? it also helps the other person feel that you are open to discussing and caring about their opinions. Be polite Even if you disagree, you can
still be polite and respectful. Phrases like Maybe I'm wrong, but... or I'm sorry, but I disagree, help maintain courtesy and respect. Try to solve thinking instead of personDifferences in thinking and opinion may not affect your relationship with people. This is especially important in academic and office spaces. Remember that your
disagreement or consent is with an opinion, thought or idea. I say this with due respect, but... is a nice way to bring about disagreements, especially in a professional or formal environment. Know when to end a conversationI end the conversation when it starts too annoying, or when another person just repeats the same points over and
over again, it's a good idea. This suggests that the person is not really interested in changing their mind or taking a different view, so continuing conversation at this stage is unnecessary. In these situations, you should agree to disagree and move on. An act of dissent and dissent is part of a daily conversation in any language. While
learning the following phrase is important for being able to agree and disagree in English, there is nothing as valuable as experiencing these types of conversations in person. If you want to learn from authentic English content in the real world from the comfort of your computer or smart device, FluentU is the next best thing to immerse in-
person! FluentU is an online immersive platform that uses real-world videos such as music videos, TV show clips, news and inspirational interviews, and turns them into personalized language learning lessons. With thousands of videos, each containing interactive headlines and vocabulary lists, you will surely learn how to agree and
disagree as a native English speaker! But first, let's learn some simple expressions for consent and disagreeing.Common expressions used to display AgreementAbsolutely! / Definitely! / Of course! These words express a strong agreement with another person. Examples: Do you think eating less meat is better for the environment?
Absolutely! Do you think hard work is the key to success? Certainly! If I ask her on a date, do you think she'll say yes? Obviously! I think so, too. When you're in complete agreement with someone, this simple phrase is appropriate. Examples:I I think the meeting rooms in our office need more chairs. I think so, too. We need to study more
to prepare for our exam on Monday. I agree with you 100 percent. / I agree with you completely. This is another way of expressing that you are in full agreement with someone. Examples: Nothing can replace the feeling of reading paper books. I agree with you 100 percent. I don't think Jeff's plan will work. I totally agree with you. You can
say that again! This indicates a very strong agreement. Usually people don't take this phrase literally (word for word) and don't really repeat what they just said. Examples: We shouldn't worry about things we can't control. You can say that again! Let's focus on the positives instead of the negatives. You can say that again! That's right!
Examples: Helping others always makes me feel better. That's right! Helping others always makes me feel better. Reading before bed helps me sleep better than watching TV. That's right! Reading before bed also helps me. I just wanted to say it! Examples: The wind is so cold today. I just wanted to say it! I love this song. I just wanted to
say it! You're right there. Examples:I I think recording a lecture class on my phone is easier than trying to write down everything our professor says. You're right there. I'll try, too. Maybe we should practice in the park rather than in the gym so we can get some fresh air today. You're right there. We need fresh air. tell me that! This phrase is
considered slang, and is not usually used in formal English.Examples: Taking a taxi to work every day costs so much money. Tell me about it! I wish I could buy a house in the countryside and get out of town for good. Tell me about it! I have no objections. That is perhaps one of the weaker phrases of the Agreement in English. Usually,
people say that's when they're not really committed to something, but they don't see any reason why they should oppose it either. Examples:I I think we should buy pink curtains for our study room. I have no objection to that. You can choose any color you want. We'd have a 30-minute break and coffee. I have no objection to this plan. I'm
ready for a break whenever you are.common terms used to show disagreement beg them to differ. This sentence is usually considered to be a strong, formal and very polite phrase used for disagreements. Examples: Chocolate cake is the best cake. Please make them different. While chocolate cake is good, coconut cake is the best, in
my opinion. Cats are better pets than dogs. Please make them different. I like cats, but in my opinion, dogs are the best. no way! It's an informal way to disagree. There is usually a sense of surprise and disbelief when using this phrase. Examples: Jeff says he can memorize everything for a test in an hour! no way! Kelly said she could run
a mile in five minutes. no way! I think there's a better explanation. Examples: Our profits are down this year because our employees are taking too many coffee breaks. I think there's a better explanation. Maybe the profits are down because our new website keeps crashing. I don't think I did well on the test because I'm not very smart. I
think there's a better explanation. Maybe you didn't pass the test because you never went to class. Yes, but... This sentence is used when you partially agree to certain points, but may not be in full agreement. Examples:I I think we should plant a lot of trees in our backyard. yes, but we don't really have much room to plant more than eight
trees. We should buy new furniture for our bedroom. yes, but now we don't have the money for new furniture. To be honest, I don't agree with that. This is a polite way to disagree with someone. Examples: We should hire more people to get a job so we don't have to work that hard. To be honest, I don't agree with that. I think we can do
our job ourselves if we concentrate. Skateboarding is much safer than cycling. To be honest, I don't agree with that. I know more people who have had skateboarding accidents than bike accidents. That's not always true. / This is not entirely true. Examples: Exercise is the best way to maintain your weight. That's not entirely true. You also
need to eat a healthy diet. Intelligent people don't need help from anyone to get the job done. That's not always true. In fact, I do not think it is It is a firmer but more formal way to express your disapproval. Examples: There is no use in learning new things once you have Actually, I don't think that's right. All people work better in teams. In
fact, I don't think that's right. You can't be serious! This is again an informal way to disagree with someone strongly. It also expresses distrust. Examples:I I think we should stop printing books because no one reads them anymore. You can't be serious! There's no point saving money. You can't be serious! Agreements and disagreements
are a big part of most discussions. Learning a few simple ways to agree and disagree in English will help you improve your protection skills and be able to participate in discussions with native English speakers. If you liked this post, something tells me that you will love Fluentu, the best way to learn English with real-world videos.
Experience English immersion online! Online!
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